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PROJECT MEETING
IN LA ROCHELLE
The 7th Steering Committee Meeting
of the MMIAH Project was held in La
Rochelle last October, the 9th and
10th. Partners met at the Auditorium
of the Maritime Museum of La
Rochelle, where they discussed
progress on the project’s workplan.
Traducción realizada con el traductor
www.DeepL.com/Translator

Project Partners at the meeting venue in La Rochelle
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PROJECT UPCOMING EVENTS
While waiting to know whether
the project will ﬁnally be
extended until the end of 2020,
two meetings are still to be
held: one in Liverpool and the
last one, in the Irish town of
Limerick, coinciding with the
closing of the MMIAH Project.

Weather Boat France I, Maritime Museum of La
Rochelle

As a ﬁrst step towards extending the MMIAH network, French partners
invited Rafael Deroo to present the EFFORTS Project as well as the Atlantik
Wall Europe Project, both pursuing similar objectives around the
valorisation of military and maritime heritage and history in Europe. Jo
Butler, an experienced tourism strategy consultant, appointed by Plymouth
City Council to support the partnership in the development of a
transnational tourism product, presented her proposal. Thus, partners
discussed the design of transnational itineraries around military, maritime
and industrial heritage.
Leisure activities included a city tour, a boat trip from the Old Port to the
Great Port, where partners visited the World War II submarine base and
the TD-6 dredge, for which the Maritime Museum is developing a virtual
reality project as part of the MMIAH Project. At La Sirène, an old grain silo
from the 1920s that became a concert hall in 2011, partners could also
appreciate a great example of new uses for industrial assets. Finally,
partners visited the Maritime Museum and its ﬂagship, the weather boat
France I, where they could appreciate the cultural interventions already
carried out (rehabilitation of the tunnel escape, hologram).

